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Abstract: Innovations in Big Data Analytics and advances in Internet of Things have changed how we collect, interpret and analyses 
data from Smart City and Transportation environments. Advances in Fog Computing that suggests the extension of the Cloud to the 
Edge of the network using resources available to reduce latencies and improve reliability fit perfectly with concepts from 
autonomous and connected vehicles which have increasingly powerful processing capabilities. The use of such systems for 
congestion management, route planning, infrastructure management and other advances orchestration techniques requires the use of 
varying platform and technologies together. The existing proposals and platform are mostly designed to perform a fixed set of tasks, 
either purpose built or not generic enough to satisfy requirements from multiple use-cases. This paper analyses existing Fog 
Computing and Processing platforms characteristic data types and their brokers as well as existing Big Data cluster-computing 
frameworks like Apache Spark and Hadoop based on capabilities, data types and preferred use-cases. Supported by this analysis we 
propose a conceptual polyglot Fog Computing platform for Smart Transportation scenarios that can satisfy the needs of future smart 
city environments and can connect to multiple platforms and perform real-time, off line and hybrid processing of data as well. We 
provide a high-level framework for the integration of such platforms into collaborative clustering scenarios. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 With rapid advances in autonomous vehicles and highly connected systems in the context of smart cities and 
transportation as well as the ubiquitous application of machine learning and data analytics in both local and cloud 
environments the field of future transportation and cities is rapidly expanding branching out into several research fields.  
 When considering Smart Transportation and smart, their interconnection in smart grid, opportunistic networks 
or clusters has become an increasingly appealing challenge. Especially with the introduction of concepts from Fog 
Computing with the local processing and decision making as an attempt to solve the scalability latency and some of the 
security issues inherent with cloud and centralized computing. This comes as there is an increased need for resource 
intensive processing and an increased concern over data-security and storage. 
 The recent Fog Computing framework proposals and IoT Middleware Reference architectures there is an 
increasingly clear consensus on the requirements of these gateways and of the use-cases in which they would be 
deployed. This makes possible the development of a system that can be can answer the required modularity, 
interconnectivity and lower level functionality abstraction to a degree where the development of management, control 
and analytics components for smart cities and vehicles becomes as trivial as mobile application development.    
 This paper proposes an IoT and Fog based Vehicle Centric Smart Transportation platform that look at the 
development of Smart Localities based on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) using Dynamic clusters based on fixed 
point gateways and mobile entities such as vehicles or other gateway enabled entities that cross these static regions and 
interact with them. Through this paper we will present a review of some of the existing middleware or gateway 
platforms, their advantages and drawbacks. Furthermore, we propose a dynamic application deployment and updating 
mechanism for these gateway for functionality extension as well as well as an experimental setup for the testing of the 
deployed systems. 
 
2. State of the Art 
 
 When considering the background work that has been done for the development of these platforms there are 
several things that need to be considered. Concepts and Requirements need to be considered from the IoT domain that 
allow these gateways to be interconnected and for the connected devices or things to talk to each other in a protocol 
agnostic manner. When considering the added requirements and opportunities presented through Cyber-Physical 
systems a new set of interaction with the environment and users’ needs to be considers together with an increased 
autonomy of the systems. These requirements are more dominant if more advanced approaches like Agent based 
Systems, Augmented Reality (AR) or autonomous vehicles are considered. These approaches require that the 
processing and other resources of the system be virtualizable and manageable to a level traditionally associated with 
Cloud computing. The paradigms and virtualization layers of new Fog computing approaches come into play in such 
systems, where some off the computational tasks can be offloaded to the edge, reducing costs and the strain on the 
network. These requirements and paradigms have led to several platforms being proposed that aim to solve portions of 
the problem. They range from Virtual Machine (VM), Container and shared environment solution, which offer varying 
levels of security and performance advantages.  
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2.1. Internet of Things 
 
 Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as the sensing analytics and visualization done anytime, anywhere and on 
anything (Gubbi, J. et.al.,2013) It can be considered the interconnected network of billions of devices as Gartner 
estimates at least 26 billion devices connected by 2020 (Rivera, J. et.al.,2013). This trend has reached the Through of 
Disillusionment on the Gartner Hype Cycle (Gartner Inc., 2015) and as of now a good view of the capabilities and the 
limitations of the technology are known and the wide-spread implementation and use of its components is being 
considered. When considering the application of its concepts for Smart Cities its main advantage is the seamless 
integration of a large set of heterogenous devices and systems (Zanella, A. et.al., 2014) When it comes to vehicle based 
systems, this can allow the Machine to Machine (M2M) communication of these through a variety of systems (P. et 
al.2009). 
 There are several views when it comes to the tasks of IoT devices. Some see the role of edge devices and 
systems simply that of data gathering or mining where (Almeida, R., et. al.,2017) looks at the networking aspect and 
(Chen, F.,et. al.,2015) at the semantics and components aspect of such an approach.  Proposals as in (Gaur, A.,et.al. 
2015) show the possibility of giving more agency to these edge devices by allowing decision making and connectivity 
tasks to be performed in a decentralized manor. The work done in (Datta, S.K., et.al. 2016) looks at communication 
with local networks while (Hasan, M., et. al. 2013) looks at random access or opportunistic networks being set up. The 
work in (Verba N. et. al., 2017) looks at more complex vehicular networks where the vehicles are the network creating 
a large peer to peer network while (Verba N. et. al., 2017) looks at their structure. 
 When considering the interconnectivity proposed by the Internet of Things, the field of Cyber-Physical 
Systems looks at how these systems should gather data, make decisions and interact with their environment. An 
overview of this can be seen in (Rawat, D.B., et. al. 2015) where they provide an overview of the impact of CPS on 
Smart vehicle systems and the impact of delays and latencies on these. The requirements of such systems can be seen in 
(Madakam, S., et. al.,2015) where a review of agent based systems is performed and a need for interoperability, 
flexibility and extensibility of such gateways which are in line with the IoT Requirements. 
 The processing, routing and mining of data for Traffic Monitoring, Management and Vehicle control is a 
crucial part of Smart Transportation systems as shown in (Chen, N., et. al., 2016) Typical IoT Systems deal with sensor 
and environmental data that are considered to have a medium frequency depending on the sampling and low in size 
when considering individual messages. The challenges of gathering and processing this data is mostly related to the 
quantity of messages and the semantics related to these sometimes, simple sensor messages 
 When considering all the research, it can be said that future IoT systems will require decentralized control and 
analytics within highly interconnected vehicles or devices that can interact with their surroundings through some sort of 
local or peer networks.  
 
2.2. Fog Computing 
  
 Solving the problem of processing large data-sets on the edge while maintaining some of the capabilities and 
benefits of cloud systems was attempted by Cisco in (Bonomi, F., et. al.,2012) where they proposed the offloading of 
processing tasks to the edge of the network through Fog Computing. This approach aims to solve some of the latency, 
security and cost issues with using cloud systems, while improving on the scalability of a private clouds through the 
pre-processing of data locally.  
 The distributed control of such Smart Transportation systems has been proposed in (Banks, V.A., et.al., 2018) 
while (Hou, X., et. al. 2016) provides an overview of the addition of vehicles as system nodes forming the Vehicles as 
Infrastructure initiative. Proposals such as in (Hao, J., et. al. 2015) look at Urban planning based on big data 
management while (Hashem, I.A.T., et. al., 2016) looks at managing big data in the context of smart cities linked with 
industry, home and others. The researchers in (Burange, A.W. et. al.,2015)  have proposed methods of increasing in 
security and privacy of data management through fog nodes as well. The proposal in (Suciu, G., et. al., 2013) attempts 
to use fog nodes as a means of increasing the reliability of existing systems while (Sanchez, L., et. al.,2014) aims to 
improve the scalability and impact of scalability. 
 Considering these proposals, Fog computing paradigms and approaches are being used to tackle some of the 
challenges posed by big data management and processing. Furthermore, consideration of scalability and security as well 
as platform lock-in are also important in similar systems. 
 
2.3. Middleware and Gateway Platform Review  
 
 When considering gateways for smart city and transportation scenarios they need to satisfy the above-
mentioned requirements and follow the existing directions if they are to be used as future platforms. An overview of 
some of the technologies and containers being used can be seen in (da Cruz, M.A., et. al. 2018) The overview of a few 
platforms implementing Fog Computing paradigms in the context of connected devices has be shown in Table 1. where 
they are analysed for their compliance based on the system requirements shown above. 
 The platform proposed in Urban IoT (Hao, J., et. al., 2015) provides a CoAP and generic HTML based IoT 
Environment for message routing with an analysis of acceptable delays in such systems, but fails to offer on gateway 
processing capability or any means of static or dynamic load distribution. The solution in IoT Smart City (Rathore, 



M.M., et. al., 2016) provides a polyglot, layered and hierarchical system view where the gateway has only a broker role. 
The data mining platform from (Chen, F., et. al.,2015) provides a higher-level data analysis for metadata extraction and 
semantics based on their layered app based architecture. The Smart Santander platform from (Sanchez, L., et. al.,2014) 
provides a large scale implemented network that is designed to facilitate future tests on IoT Systems. They provide a 
clustering and app based container that is also polyglot but don’t offer abstraction or load balancing method within the 
apps. The proposal for Data Replication in (Verma, S., et. al., 2016) provides a way of deploying and managing Virtual 
Machines in a fog Server Tier. A similar proposal is suggested in (Bittencourt, L.F., et. al. 2015) that looks at high 
interconnectivity and migration support with device and message abstraction but without a cooperation mechanism. 
 
Table 1  
Overview of Fog Computing Platforms 

Platform Inter-
operability 

Abstraction Container Cooperative 
Behavior 

Load 
Distribution 

Urban IoT  
(Hao, J., et. al., 2015) 

✔    
 

IoT Smart City  
(Rathore, M.M., et. al., 2016) 

✔ ✔    

Data Mining Platform  
(Chen, F., et. al.,2015) 

✔ ✔ ✔   

Smart Santander  
(Sanchez, L., et. al.,2014) 

✔  ✔ ✔  

Repl. Fog Env.  
(Verma, S., et. al., 2016) 

  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Cloudlet Migration  
(Bittencourt, L.F., et. al. 2015) 

✔ ✔ ✔  ✔ 

 
3. Vehicular Fog Computing Architecture 
 
 When formulating the components and choosing the protocols for the Vehicular Fog Architecture, the main 
directions, requirements and approaches that were used in the research reviewed in the previous sections need to be 
considered.  One of the most important components that is most often noted in IoT systems is the capability to 
interconnect devices from different platforms and physical communication backgrounds. To do this our system needs to 
be able to allow components from different platform to interact using a common protocol or messaging service. The 
generated messages need to be translated or their protocol specific characteristics need to be abstracted away. These 
platforms need to be able to do local processing if the direction of Fog computing is to be followed and they need to be 
able to cooperate through service and resource sharing while allowing the use of these to be improved through either 
global or load balancing optimization. 
 Our approach is an extension of the work done in the PaaS approach from (Verba N., et.al.,2017) for such a 
system that can be seen in Fig. 1. where a high-level view of the system is shown. Here we can see that the proposed 
Platform design is deployed on each Node on the system, which can be a Home based, Car based, Cloud based, 
Personal and other types of nodes. When these are considered the main difference between nodes is they mobility. 
Some nodes are static nodes that either don’t or rarely change their location and peer group. The mobile or dynamic 
nodes change their location constantly as they could be a personal phone, a car, or other vehicles in the system. These 
varying characteristics are used to create clusters with different interdependencies and connectivity characteristics. 



 
Fig. 1. 

Overview of Smart Transportation Platform 
 
 The IoT Cloud connection layer is available to all peers in the system and is designed to allow for higher level 
data analysis and processing tasks to be run where local information and data is not enough or higher-level decisions 
need to be made. The cloud layer is designed to incorporate different protocols and link them with the existing analysis 
and decision systems.  
 
3.1. Fog Platform  
 
 The Fog Platform Deployed on all nodes, both static and dynamic have at their core the platform described in 
Fig. 2. This element relies on the fundamental idea that all components should be accessed in a unified way and the 
system needs to separate events and control commands that are crucial to transmit from data streams that require high 
bandwidth but where low reliability and higher latencies are acceptable. 
 

 
Fig. 2. 

Overview of Smart Transportation Platform 
 The application containers on the system can vary based on use-case and requirements from, VM’s to Docker 
images to Application deployed in shared environments. The main similarity between these is that they will have on 
message transmission system based on routing to send and receive information to peers. The same thing can be said for 
the peripheral, cloud and cluster brokers that take local events, messages and data then wrap these into the appropriate 
format for the sink they are sending it to. The Resource access manager controls the flow of information from apps and 
other peers to metadata information such as location, signal strengths etc. and varying storages. The local controller 
receives commands from on-site users and the administrative cloud which it uses to identify peers and control 
containers, the resource manager and the brokers.  
  
3.2. Cloud Processing Layer 



 
 The Admin Cloud layer is tasked with performing centralized control commands on the deployed nodes and 
providing a user interface where the deployment schematics and system can be viewed. This layer is also tasked with 
authenticating nodes on the system and between each other. The management of users and region on these nodes is 
done locally. An overview of this and the tenant cloud layer can be seen in Fig .3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. 

Cloud Orchestration and Processing Layer 
 
 The tenant cloud layer is designed to link the incoming data from application and nodes to the processing and 
storage units. The means and parameters of the storage are controlled by the cloud orchestrator which creates the 
databases and deployed the Hadoop or Spark tasks. This component is also responsible with configuring what happens 
to the resulting data.  
 The system visualizer or user interface allows managers and users of the system to have a graph based 
representation of the application deployed on the system and their interaction. This system aims to show at one time one 
node with all its applications and resources together with all the applications on other nodes it interacts with. This 
system aims to show all the apps that are deployed on other nodes but use information from the viewed node as well. 
 
3.3. Clustering and Application Deployment 
 
 The creation of clusters and the temporary or permanent addition of peers is central to extending the 
functionality of IoT systems and realizing the requirements of Smart Cities and Transportation. The mechanism for 
clustering needs to be able to handle a highly heterogenous set of nodes and varying throughput of devices entering the 
system. For this to be achieved the authentication system needs to be able to gather information from the system and 
make decisions based on this. An overview of the connection phase and the subsequent service discovery, app request 
and system setup is shown in the sequence diagram from Fig.4. 
 

 
Fig. 4. 

Authentication, Discovery and Deployment 
  



 The authentication process in based on simple two-way handshake between three entities where the cloud layer 
is the known and the safe one. The two entities verify each other in relation to the third one. This is done by the new 
node pushing a connection request to the first node in the cluster it discovered which is assigned a contact role. The 
contact node takes the information provided by the new node and verifies it through the cloud controller after which 
sends a response to the new node with the information it needs to authenticate the cluster and join.  After the new node 
has then authenticated the cluster it joins in by sending the appropriate configuration requests to the new set of peers 
using the peer authentication parameters it received. 
 The Service Discovery and Deployment phase is designed for a new node to analyse the existing system and 
determine how it could extend the system functionality and how could the system extend the nodes functionality. The 
discovery is initiated by the new node by forwarding a request containing its own capabilities to the contact node which 
then queries the capabilities of its peers and responds to the new node by adding its own details as well. The new node 
than decides which apps it requires from the cluster and what endpoints and services it is interested in. It then sends the 
configuration request to each individual node, after which it configures itself. Finally, it sends a cluster wide 
acknowledgment to the nodes that it has successfully deployed everything after which it forwards and update of the 
system to the cloud layer.  
 
4. Experimental Setup 
 
 The experimental setup is designed to test the functionality of the presented components and to allow us to 
evaluate how these behave in a real-life system. In the deployment we propose several typical household scenarios and 
evaluate how these can be deployed. Furthermore, the deployed gateways and devices are designed to be as 
heterogenous as possible, exploring several wireless communication technologies and protocols, as well as varying 
data-types, rates and applications. 
 
4.1. Devices and Sensors 
 
 There were 7 types of devices used in the experimental setup in total. These range from the low capability 
Arduino and ATTiny based devices to the more powerful Nordic RF52 and to the Raspberry Pi Gateways carrying a 
varied set of sensors and actuators. An overview of these can be seen in Fig. 6. 
 

 
Fig. 6. 

Experimental Devices  
 

 The Devices from Fig. 6 a,b,c and g are Raspberry pi 2 System on Chip Fog Nodes that have attached varying 
sensor that allow them to interact with their surroundings. Device a. has a relay, a temperature and humidity sensor and 
an RF24 wireless transmitter for communicating with peripheral devices. This is designed to control a boiler or a garage 
door controller while gathering environmental data and allowing access to devices. The Raspberry pi from b. is 
designed to be used with video surveillance, as it has attached a motion sensor and a Video Camera. It can be used for 
movement monitoring, tailored temperature control and for security reasons. The device c. has attached the temperature 
and humidity controller together with the RF24 module as well as a proximity sensor. It can be used as a door position 
monitor or car park monitor as well. The node in g. is designed to be a communication hub, as it can send and receive 
messages in all the testes technologies and has a higher range RF24 device. 



 The device d. is a standard RF52 Thingy node that has a varying set of environmental sensors and 
communication devices but is used to tests the Low-Power Bluetooth connections with the Raspberry Pi. It can also be 
used for actuation and visual alerts. The XBee enabled Arduino board from e. has a light and temperature sensor for 
environmental monitoring attached to it. The AtTiny device from f. is designed to be a simple monitoring device that 
can be powered using a 3.3 Volt battery and can have attached a light, temperature or proximity sensor. 
  
5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 The deployment of IoT systems for Smart City scenarios requires a platform that can deal with the scalability 
and interconnectivity challenges that come from these systems. They need to be able to allow highly heterogeneous 
application and devices to communicate seamlessly. Furthermore, due to the large computational requirements these 
systems need to be able to efficiently use the resources available at the edge of the network. 
 We have reviewed a significant section of the existing work that has been done in the field concluding the 
requirements and directions. Based on this review we propose a platform that aims to solve these issues using Dynamic 
and Static clusters based on node characteristics. Furthermore, we propose a dynamic application deployment and 
updating mechanism for these gateways and an experimental setup for the testing of the deployed systems. The 
proposed experimental setup looks at providing nodes with highly heterogeneous capabilities, both from the 
communication, sensor capabilities and use case perspectives.  
 Our future work will look at large scale deployments of such systems with several dynamic devices that can be 
attached to the system and evaluation of bottlenecks on the system, how these can be circumvented and the limitations 
of the clustering approaches. We will also consider the deployment of multiple containers and scenarios using 
characteristic models from the literature and the optimization of these deployments. 
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